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HISTORY OF BITS MBA

TheThe  Management group at BITS pilani was established 
in the year 1971. It initially offered a two year MBA       
programme but later in 1973, the institute created an 
integrated first degree programme, MMS (Master of 
Management Studies) which is a blend of engineering 
&  management. This programme was sucessfully       
offered for three decades. The course was restructured 
asas MBA in 2006 to meet industry requirements, and 
since then, It is a two-year Post graduate programme 
designed as a full time residential course for graduates 
who wish to pursue their careers in management. 

MISSION

“Our curriculum shall refect the latest thinking on          
management educaton specifically incorporating                
experiental learning, global awareness and value-based 
components. The programme shall be one of the top 
ranked one in its niche.”

VISION

OurOur Management Programme shall provide a grounding in 
analytcal skills and shall seek to create a leadership      
mindset which will transform problems into opportunites, 
conceptualise goals  to  seize  those  opportunites  and  
learn  to make  important  decisions  in  a  dynamic global 
environment  in  the  face of  inadequate  informaton; It 
shall produce management professionals who can make a 
difediference  in whatever societes they operate by  inspiring 
other people while displaying highest level of integrity and 
social sensitvity.

EVOLUTION





The process  starts with the careful selection of students 
who have already demonstrated leadership and a spirit 
of innovation prior to their arrival. They have challenged 
convention, and they continually try to anticipate what’s 
coming next. They are independent thinkers and            
responsible citizens of tomorrow. The culture at BITS 
Pilani of Leadership Through Innovation reinforces these 
values.values.

Students undergo a rigorous 
admission procedure which 
involves the Common                  
Admission Test score,       
Statement of Purpose, group 
discussion and a personal    
interview. BITS ensures that 
onlyonly the crème da le crème 
make it to the       programme. 
A small batch size is thus    
meticulously chosen from a 
large set of applicants, which 
stands testimony to the level 
of  scrutiny that Management 
GGroup at BITS, Pilani adopts in 
its admission process. 

ADMISSION MODALITIES 

BITS-MBA PROGRAMME

ADMISSIONS



FACULTY
At BITS, we believe that successful students are the result of a 
selective collection of faculty and a superior student-faculty 
ratio. A highly qualified faculty represents a foundation for 
academic excellence. Nearly 85 per cent of the BITS faculty 
comprises doctorates. 

Fewer students per teacher mean a greater personalised attention.

Dr Anil K Bhat
Head, Department of Management
B.E.(Mech), Fellow (IIM B)
Areas Of Interest: 
Marketing Research, Strategic Marketing, 
Human Decision Making, Risk Management, 
EntEntrepreneurship and Business Creativity

Dr Leela Rani 
B.A.(Hons), Ph.D.(BITS Pilani) 
Areas of Interest: 
Services Marketing, Consumer Behaviour, 
Business Communication

Mr A K Vaish
B.E. (BITS Pilani), MBA B.E. (BITS Pilani), MBA 
Areas of Interest: 
Financial Engineering, Microfinance, 
Financial Management

Dr S. Kannan
Ph. D. (IIT Bombay)
Areas of Interest:
Operations Operations Research, MIS

Dr Anubha Dadich
Ph. D. Ethical Leadership (IIT Delhi)
Areas of Interest:
Ethics, CSR, Innovative Leadership

Dr Arya Kumar 
Dean, Student Welfare Division
MA(Hons), PhD, BITS Pilani 
Areas of Interest: 
Entrepreneurship, Banking, 
Capital Markets, Financial Management, 
SStrategic Planning.

Dr Sarvesh Sathija 
Ph.D. (JMI) 
Areas of Interest: 
Cognitive Psychology, 
Organisational Behaviour 

Dr Arun Kumar
B. B. Tech, MBA, Ph.D.
Areas of Interest:
Consumer Behaviour, 
Relationship Marketing

Dr Satyendra Kumar Sharma
B.E. MBA, Ph.D.
Areas of Interest:
SCM, Risk ManagementSCM, Risk Management

Dr Srikanta Rautroy 
M Tech, Ph.D. 
Areas of Interest: 
Supply Chain Management, 
Operations Management

Dr Niranjan Swain 
PGDA (Finance), Ph.D. 
Areas of Interest: 
Business Analysis & Valuation, 
Corporate Finance and Taxation

Dr Jyoti Tikoria 
PhPhD. (IIT D) 
Areas Of Interest: 
Management Information Systems, 
Corporate Strategy 

Dr Remica Aggarwal
M.Sc., M.Phil, Ph.D.
Areas of Interest:
SSoft Skills, Business Negotiations

Dr Udayan Chanda
Ph.D.  
Areas of Interest:
Marketing Engineering, Operations Research
Software Realiability, Inventory Management

Mr Rajan Pandey
MSc FINANCE (BITS Pilani)MSc FINANCE (BITS Pilani)
Areas of Interest: 
Portfolio Management, 
Derivatives, Training & Strategies

Dr Aravind Sudarshan 
Head, Department of Economics and Finance
B.E., M.E., Ph.D. (BITS Pilani) 
Areas of Interest: 
Strategic Management, Capital Markets

Dr R Raghunathan 
B.B.A., M.B.B.A., M.F.T, M. Phil, Ph.D. 
Areas of Interest: 
Soft Skills, Business Negotiations, 
Entrepreneurship and Marketing.

Dr Rajesh Matai
B.E. , M.Tech, Ph.D.
Areas of Interest:
PProductions & Operations Management,
SCM

Mrs Jayashree Mahesh 
M.Com., PGDBA 
Areas of Interest: 
Organisational Behaviour, Indian Ethos in Man-
agement, Marketing Consumer Behaviour

Dr Praveen Goyal
MBA, Ph.D. CSR
Areas of Interest:
Marketing, Business Environment, 
Corporate  Sustainability



* Summer Internship is not a part of the BITS MBA curriculum, but a student driven process
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Major PS Stations:

Recruiting Partners 
For Practice School:

Aditya Birla Group
AC Nielsen
Credit Suisse
CapgeminiCapgemini
Delloitte
Frost & Sullivan
Genpact
HSBC
J P Morgan Chase
Morgan Stanley

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS

AfterAfter  exhaustive  learning  in  the first year  of the 
curriculum, students manage to  attract leading 
companies for summer  internships. The two 
month spent provide them  the insight of an       
industry & grooms them for corporate culture. It 
also serves as an opportunity  for students to 
streamline their area of  interest and get focused  
toward their  career objectives.toward their  career objectives.

PRACTICE SCHOOL

The Practice  School (PS) is  a unique feature of 
the MBA programme at BITS Pilani. After the three 
semesters of learning, the students are required 
to undertake  this  PS  programme which is a part 
of the curriculum. Some of its salient features are:

24-weeks, structured and evaluatve internship 
Students work on real time projects in domains of 
their interest. Under direct supervision of PS facul-
ty

Enhancement of business acumen by focusing on 
the attributes like decision-making ability, analyti-
cal skills and teamwork.

Insight of an industry that grooms students for 
corporate culture. 

In tandem with the foundaton, advanced courses 
and electives in the first, second and third semes-
ter respectively; makes the BITS MBA students en-
viable assets as managers.
Handsome stipends along with the other perks, 
which include travel, accomodation etc
Many students receive Pre Placement 
Offers (PPOs)

INTERNSHIP



STUDENT LIFE

The   student    community  at  BITS  is  truly    
global  bringing   vitality   and   life  to  the streets  
of  Pilani. Sharing  the  same platorm  with  the  
finest  of faculty and most  qualified  pool  of 
students,  the learning never  stops  here.  At  BITS 
we believe  in  harnessing every  ounce  of
untappeduntapped  potental  facilitatng learning beyond  
the  classroom.  Apart  from honing the  skills  to  
carve  out  seasoned professionals, a gamut  of  
on-campus actvities  are  offered  to  help students 
unwind and creatvely exchange ideas. We believe  
a  creatve  environment stmulates  the imaginaton  
and  inspires students to expand their
boundaries.Withboundaries.With umpteen numbers of clubs to 
choose from,  it  is certain to quench one’s thirst 
for intellectual,  cultural  and  social  activities.
Thriving  solely  on  the  aim  of  enriching  life 
beyond  academics,  the  possibilites  and
opportunites  here  are  limitless.  Become  a
vvolunteer  for  various  service organisatons, 
become a member of a band, play  it rough out  
there  in  the  field,  get  soaked  in  the labyrinth of 
art and theatre ; you will run out of your breath but 
not the activities.

Year after Year Pilani 
hosts an array of          
cultural and technical 
fests breathtaking in 
magnituge and impact. 
Whether it is the most 
awaited BOSM, our 
grground breaking       
cultural fest OASIS or 
our signature magnum 
opus APOGEE, our 
event calender remains 
abuzz with activitie’s all 
round the year giving 
studentsstudents an                   
opportunity to             
experience life the    
BITSIAN way! And no        
different is the        
management fest         
INTERFACE, organized 
andand conducted entirely 
by MBA students. A 
melting  pot of talent, 
interface is an              
occassion that             
celebrates more than 
three  decades of         
eexcellence and    
uniqueness.

WE WORK HARD, WE PLAY HARD...



                 world. Tie up’s with the best in the industry, guest lectures, 
online talks, and annual events give students a broader perspective and 
keeps them up to date and one step ahead.

FINANCE CLUB:

GiGiven the love of young minds to learn the                
intricacies of stock markets, this club is pretty much 
a hit among the students. This club will give you a      
spectrum of opportunities to learn about money 
markets and mechanics behind  the driving force of 
financial 

REFLECTIONAR:

Reflectionar is a student driven management magazine brought under 
the aegis of esteemed faculty from Department of Management , BITS 
Pilani. The magazine presents a holistic view of the 
diversified management domains addressing 
the contemplative current realities of the   
business environment by bringing students, 
professionals and researchers on a single 
thought sharing platform.

MARKETING CLUB:

OneOne of the most sought-afer club for        
students with a creatve bend of mind and 
zeal to become the next marketng messiah.   
Students pour in their marketing ideas;  
conduct one-of-a-kind events, discuss best 
practIces and tactics to give learning a 
whole new dimension. The club represents the spirit of creativity and boasts 
of people who can think on their feet. Learning the art of convicton blended 
with best-of-the-breed practices with an input from the industry leaders, 
this club stands out in terms of ingenuity.

OPERATIONS CLUB:

OperationsOperations club aims to provide a platform 
where students abreast themselves with the 
global operations management best       
practices, industry standards and latest tools 
and techniques that industries use to         
optimize their processes. 
It nurtures a culture where students are encouraged to work on real-life 
challenges to find innovative and viable solutions.

HUMAN RESOURCE CLUB:

The club strives to keep students in sync with the latest 
trends in HRD in various sectors of the industries. 
Through seminars, conclaves, debates etc the business 
acumen and personnel management skills of the       
students is enhanced.

STUDENT LIFE



OUR ALUMNI



  
 student learning process by establishing
relationships with one or more of our stu-
 dent societies. This typre of contact helps
 us create visibility on campus and offers
 a unique opportunity  for interacting
with students by organizing or sponsor-
 ing case contests, management games,
 business plan competetions in collusion
ing case contests, management games,
 business plan competetions in collusion
 with the various societies and corporate
relations and the placement unit



< 24 Months

>= 24 Months

Freshers

The batch of 2013-2015 has a total strength 
of 50 students having specializaon across 
various engineering domains like Computer 
Science & IT,Electronics & Communicaons, 
Mechanical,Civil,Mining,Petroleum, Biotech 
etc.

The batch has a healthy composion of 
freshers and work experience  graduates. 
While freshers constute 42% of the class, 
28% have more than 2 years of work experi-
ence. 

Experienced graduates come from diverse 
industrial sectors such as Informaon Tech-
nology, Automobile, Telecom,  Construcon 
& Infrastructure, etc.

MECHANICAL
CSE & IT
OTHERS

ECE
EEE

IT

AUTOMOBILE

TELECOM

OTHERS

CONSTRUCTION & INFRASTRUCTURE



Birla Institute of Technology and Science, Pilani | mbaplacements@pilani.bits-pilani.ac.in

Placement Manager
Mr. Sumit Gupta
Telephone: +91-1596-245073 Ext. 394
Mobile: +91-9680900189
Email: sumitgupta.bitspilani@gmail.com

Chief Placement Officer
MMr. G. Balasubramaniam
Telephone: +91-4066-303816 
Mobile: + 91-9885020208 
Email: cpo@hyderabad.bits-pilani.ac.in

Chief, Placement Unit
Prof. M. S. Dasgupta
Telephone: +91-1596-245073 Ext. 308
Mobile: +91-9829227459Mobile: +91-9829227459
Email: dasgupta@pilani.bits-pilani.ac.in

For placement related queries contact:

Placement Committee: 

Student Coordinator
Karan Malhotra
+91-7023335702

Faculty Coordinator
DDr. Sarvesh Satija
Dept. of Management
Telephone: +91-1596-242126 Ext. 458
Mobile: +91-9983830086
Email: sarvesh.satija@pilani.bits-pilani.ac.in


